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EXCITING NEW SELF-HELP PROGRAM GIVES TOOLS AND HOPE TO SECRET SUFFERERS: 

Living Harmony:  Living Clear by renowned energy expert, Cathleen Campbell 

 

Hoboken, NJ – Hooked on psychic-reading sufferers can finally breathe a sigh of relief:  Living Harmony: Living Clear 

offers them the answers they’ve been seeking.  Beloved energy expert, Cathleen Campbell, EFT-CC, has created the 

ONLY available program designed for the individual hooked on getting so-called predictive readings.  “When a person 

learns to create their own life, armed with the ability to handle whatever comes their way, they no longer care to give 

control over to anyone,” states Campbell.  Living Clear teaches the sufferer how to release their destructive patterns and 

clear the pain that compelled them into getting readings in the first place.  This breakthrough program (info and pricing 

available at www.inlivingharmony.com) of individual tele-sessions, filled with firsthand accounts from clients and 

revolutionary energy techniques, provides an urgently needed resource for people in the desperate struggle to quiet 

their minds and hearts so they can gain or regain control of their lives.   
 

Highly regarded energy modalities authority with more than a decade in the field, Campbell provides hope for a future 

filled with the security that can only be found from within.  “The BEST life is the one you can create for yourself and live 

in Living Harmony.”  This program provides a deep understanding of the issues that precede getting hooked on readings, 

the tools to regain control and how to use them, and finally a clear meaning and sense of recovery.  Campbell is 

currently the ONLY practitioner of any modality offering a program designed specifically for people hooked on psychic 

readings of any kind.   
 

“Through a series of private sessions clients immediately learn to release their own pain and confusing repetitive 

questions, develop skills for coping with current stress and practice proven technologies to consciously create their own 

life in Living Harmony,” announces Ms. Campbell,  “Clients learn tools right from the first session they can use on their 

own, with their therapist or in their support groups.  In learning how to create their own lives and process their own 

emotions and thoughts, they also learn to stop blaming everyone and everything outside of themselves, including 

psychics.”    
 

Just how many people are hooked on contacting psychic “advisors”?  And who are these sufferers?   
 

Though America sometimes seems to be a nation of addictions and 12-step programs, being hooked on psychics carries 

such isolation and shame it isn’t even discussed in whispers.  Living Harmony:  Living Clear Program brings attention to 

not just the epidemic, but more importantly tools that can be used to address and resolve the underlying issues that 

cause this painful, embarrassing and costly issue.  Afflicting women and men of all ages, and every economic and faith 

background, the problem is an underground epidemic.  Psychic reading web sites rank just under the mega-web site 

search engines and porn.  Millions of hits to these sites with their countless advisors available 24 hours daily suggest 

astronomical numbers of callers and dollars spent in the mostly dashed hopes of callers seeking relief from their 

confused pain.    
 

Cathleen Campbell is the founder of Living Harmony, an energy and successful living practice based in Hoboken, NJ.  

She’s studied personally with world renowned leaders in energy and healing such as Louise Hay and Laura Day.  Most 

impressively she used the same energy tools she teaches her own clients to heal a catastrophic paralyzing neck injury, 

create and succeed in her own business, manifest true love and enjoy peaceful days in Living Harmony.  
 

##### 

   
For more information about the Living Harmony:  Living Clear program, to interview Ms. Campbell or to have here as a featured speaker, please 

contact Melisa LaTour at 201-572-1808 or via email at melisa@mtlcommunications.com.  Visit www.inlivingharmony.com for more 
information about Ms. Campbell and other Living Harmony programs and products. 


